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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 In this chapter, the writer will present the conclusion and suggestion 

following the findings of the study based the implementation of hot seat game. The 

suggestion of the study are aimed for the English teacher and further the writer.  

5.1 Conclusion 

 Based on the result of the study, the implementation of hot seat game could 

improve students’ speaking skills of the first year students of Graphic Production B 

class of SMK Negeri 4 Malang. It showed from the result of the students’ speaking 

score achievement from pre-test to post-test and the ability to shared their idea and 

information in teaching and learning activity. The implementation of hot seat game 

can improve speaking skill and make the classroom situation becomes more alive. 

 The second, the implementation of hot seat game in speaking classroom is 

that it can motive the students to pay attention to the material of descriptive text and 

active oral speaking test during teaching and learning process. It was clearly shown 

from the result of observation checklist there were 70% of students participated 

during speaking activity. Based on the result of the study, it can be conclude that 

hot seat game as teaching teachnique of speaking can improve the first grade 

students of Graphic Production B class in speaking skill and the students’ activeness 

in the teaching learning process. 

5.2 Suggestion 
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 This section provides some suggestion from the teacher, students and the 

further the writer. Some suggestions below are given in order to minimize the 

obstacle that may appear during the implementation of hot seat in teaching 

speaking. 

It is suggested to the English teacher, especially in the speaking activities to 

build a comfortable atmosphere and encourage the students to speak English. And 

than must be creative to help the students to improve their English skill by use 

interesting activity of teaching in order to make students interested in learning 

process. Teacher also needs to apply activities which make the students confident 

to speak English. 

 For students, it is suggested that they should make the best use of the 

learning process in the classroom and give the positive contribution, so they get 

effective of teaching learning. they should more learn the English course because 

English is important to communicate in this era. Also, hopefully students are not to 

be shy and should be brave to share the inforrmation, especially in speaking activity. 

 For further the writer, they can conduct similar study by using hot seat game 

in different tenses, skills, and also level of the students. Second, the writer suggest 

to the further writer to introduce the hot seat game at the beginning of the meeting 

so that the students better understand how the ways of hot seat games is work in the 

classroom. Thirth, the writer recommended to add different form of activity to make 

this game more challenging for the students. 

 

 


